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HigH Road Books

The Ultimate Protest
Malcolm W. Browne, Thich Quang Duc, and the News Photograph 
That Stunned the World
ray e. Boomhower

The Ultimate Protest: Malcolm W. Browne, Thich Quang Duc, and the News Photograph That 
Stunned the World examines how the most unlikely of war correspondents, Malcolm W. 
Browne, became the only Western reporter to capture Buddhist monk Thich Quang Duc’s 
horrific self-immolation on June 11, 1963. Quang Duc made his ultimate sacrifice to pro-
test the perceived anti-Buddhist policies of the Catholic-dominated administration of South 
Vietnam’s president Ngo Dinh Diem.

Biographer Ray E. Boomhower’s The Ultimate Protest explores the background of the 
Buddhist crisis in South Vietnam in the spring of 1963 that led to Quang Duc’s self-sacrifice 
as well as the worldwide reaction to Browne’s photograph, how it affected American 
policy toward Diem’s government, and the role the image played in the violent coup on 
November 1, 1963, that deposed Diem and led to his assassination. Browne and his col-
league David Halberstam shared the 1964 Pulitzer Prize for international reporting for their 
work in Vietnam.

Also of Interest

Richard Tregaskis
Reporting under Fire from Guadalca-
nal to Vietnam

Ray E. Boomhower

$34.95 cloth 978-0-8263-6288-9

High Road Books

March 15

344 pp.; 6 × 9; 29 halftones

$34.95 cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6570-5

$43.95 CAD
$34.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6571-2

Biography • military  • Journalism
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AU BIO

Malcolm Browne was everything a great reporter should be—
intrepid, independent, insightful, and ultimately a bit wistful 
about the human condition. Ray Boomhower has given Mal-

colm the fine biography he deserved.”
—Peter L. W. OSNOS, AuthOr Of  

An EspEciAlly Good ViEw: wAtchinG history hAppEn

“

Malcolm Browne, the first and longest-serving American 
correspondent in Vietnam, was long overshadowed by the 

better-known David Halberstam and Neil Sheehan. But Ray 
Boomhower’s new book finally helps redress the balance. The 
Ultimate Protest is an engrossing read for anyone interested 

in how the United States got itself involved in Indochina 
despite clear warnings by its best journalists who found them-

selves labeled as ‘enemy agents’ for reporting the truth.”
—fOx butterfIeLD, PuLItzer PrIze WINNer AND AuthOr Of 

chinA: AliVE in thE BittEr sEA

Elegantly written, deeply researched, and fast paced, The 
Ultimate Protest shines an overdue light on the life and times 
of one of the first journalists to report critically on America’s 

misadventure in Vietnam and the challenge of gathering news 
in the face of government evasions and lies—a challenge to 

reporters as relevant today as it was then. For anyone seeking a 
better understanding of how great journalism is practiced, this 

book is must-read.”
—thOmAS D. hermAN, DIreCtOr  

AND PrODuCer Of DAteLINe-SAIgON

“

“

ray e. Boomhower is a senior editor at the Indiana Historical Society 
Press. His books include The Soldier’s Friend: A Life of Ernie Pyle, Dispatches 
from the Pacific: The World War II Reporting of Robert L. Sherrod, and Richard 
Tregaskis: Reporting Under Fire from Guadalcanal to Vietnam (UNM Press).
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Native Edge

david heska wanBli weiden, series editor

Native Edge will highlight established and emerging Native voices 
producing experimental and genre work in fiction and creative non-
fiction: mystery, horror, science fiction, and noir sitting side by side 
with experimental literary fiction and creative nonfiction. Intended 
for general readers and classroom use, these books will offer compel-
ling original work bearing on the Native experience in North Amer-
ica and worldwide, and the series will also explore past works that 
may have gone underappreciated in their day and are now judged to 
be ripe for revival.
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The Strangers
A Novel
katherena vermette

“A searing indictment of the pressures and travails placed on Indigenous women.”
—toronto stAr

The Strangers, a breathtaking companion to Vermette’s bestselling debut The Break, is a 
searing exploration of race, class, inherited trauma, and matrilineal bonds that—despite 
everything—refuse to be broken. Cedar, Phoenix, and Elsie—these are the strangers, each 
haunted in her own way. Cedar grapples with the pain of being separated from her mother, 
Elsie, and her sister, Phoenix. From a youth detention center, Phoenix gives birth to a baby 
she’ll never get to raise. And Elsie, struggling with addiction and determined to turn her 
life around, is buoyed by the idea of being reunited with her daughters and striving to be 
someone they can depend on, unlike her own distant mother. Between flickering moments 
of warmth and support, the women diverge and reconnect, fighting to survive in a fractured 
system that pretends to offer success but expects them to fail. Facing the distinct blade of 
racism from those they trusted most, they urge one another to move through the darkness, 
all the while wondering if they’ll ever emerge safely on the other side.

Also of Interest

The Half-White Album

Cynthia J. Sylvester

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-6471-5

March 1

352 pp.; 6 × 9

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6606-1

$24.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6607-8

Native Edge

katherena vermette is a Red River Métis (Michif) 
writer from Treaty 1 territory, the heart of the Métis Nation, 
in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. She is also author of the 
book of poetry North End Love Songs, the novel The Break, 
and the children’s graphic novel series A Girl Called Echo.

fiction
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Also of Interest

Sacred City

Theodore C. Van Alst Jr.

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-6286-5

March 1

152 pp.; 5.5 × 8.5

$16.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6604-7

$20.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6605-4

The Indians Won
martin cruz smith; foreword By david heska wanBli weiden

“The Indians Won is a great read by one of the masters of modern fiction.  
Even more, it is a groundbreaking work of Native American fiction and  

deserves to be included in the canon of Indigenous literature.”
—DAvID heSkA WANbLI WeIDeN, AuthOr Of wintEr counts: A noVEl

First published in 1970 and long out of print, The Indians Won is a stunning work of specu-
lative fiction that imagines that, following the defeat of Custer and Benteen at the Little 
Bighorn in 1876, the many Indigenous tribes of America formed an alliance to sweep the 
whites out of the center of the country and form a new nation, bounded on both coasts by 
the United States. One hundred years later the two nations, having taken very different 
paths toward stewardship of the land and resources, are on the brink of war again. The 
difference is, now they are both nuclear powers.

Imaginative, enthralling, rich in historical detail, and written from the perspective of 
a Native American writer, The Indians Won is an emotionally charged novel that asks the 
question: What if the Indians had won?

Native Edge

Born in 1942 to a jazz musican father and a New Mexico 
Puebloan nightclub singer mother, martin cruz smith 
is world renowned as “a master of the International thriller” 
(New York Times). His novels include Gorky Park, Stallion 
Gate, Nightwing, Polar Star, and many more. He is a two-
time winner of the Hammett Prize and a recipient of 
the Mystery Writers of America’s Grand Master Award, 
the Crime Writers’ Association of the United Kingdom’s 
Golden Dagger Award, and the Premio Piemonte Giallo 
Internazionale. He lives in California.

fiction • american indians • western history
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“

“

“

“

“

Smith writes in spare, plainspoken prose  
that keeps the narrative propulsive.”

—pEnnsylVAniA GAzEttE

Such observations have helped elevate Smith’s . . . novels to the 
level of social criticism, which great crime fiction has always 

done well. Like the luminaries of the genre, Smith is at heart a 
deeply moral writer, and beneath his wry, cynical tone you can 

feel his authorial anger twitching a safe distance away.”
—nEw york timEs

[Smith is] one of those writers that anyone who is serious 
about their craft views with respect bordering on awe.”

—vAL mCDermID, beStSeLLINg AuthOr Of A plAcE of ExEcution

Martin Cruz Smith helped establish ambitious expectations 
for the genre—that thrillers should be psychologically convinc-

ing, socially observant, and politically sophisticated—that 
have since become commonplace. Smith was among the first of 

a new generation of writers who made thrillers literary.”
—GuArdiAn

Smith conjures time and place with a generous dose of what 
the novelist Evan Connell called ‘luminous details.’”

—wAshinGton post
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Sacred Smokes
theodore c. van alst Jr.

$19.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-5990-2

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5991-9

The Half-White Album
cynthia J. sylvester

$19.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6471-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6472-2

Sacred City
theodore c. van alst Jr.

$19.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6286-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6287-2

Memorial Ride
stephen graham Jones;  

art By maria wolf
$24.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6323-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6324-4

The Faster Redder Road
The Best UnAmerican Stories of 

Stephen Graham Jones
edited By  

theodore c. van alst Jr.
$24.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-5583-6
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5584-3

The Surrounded
d’arcy mcnickle

$24.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-0469-8
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2671-3

  native fiction Backlist
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The Powwow Highway
A Novel

david seals
$19.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-5489-1
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5490-7

Ghost Singer
A Novel

anna lee walters
$24.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-1545-8
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2534-1

The Way to Rainy Mountain, 
50th Anniversary Edition

n. scott momaday;  
illustrated By al momaday

$16.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6121-9

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6122-6

The Jailing of  
Cecelia Capture

Janet campBell hale
$19.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-1003-3
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2562-4

The Way of Thorn and 
Thunder

The Kynship Chronicles
daniel Justice
$29.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-5012-1
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5013-8

Powwow’s Coming
linda Boyden

$19.95 CLOth
ISbN 978-0-8263-4265-2

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-4267-6

  native fiction Backlist
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April 15

160 pp.; 5.5 × 8.5

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6593-4

$24.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6594-1

Also of Interest

Disequilibria
Meditations on Missingness

Robert Lunday

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-6467-8

River Teeth Literary Nonfiction Prize

sarah capdeville is a nonfiction editor with The Hopper 
and The Changing Times. She lives in Missoula, Montana, 
where she takes many slow hikes and daydreams about the 
crosscut saw.

essays • literature

Aligning the Glacier’s Ghost
Essays on Solitude and Landscape
sarah capdeville

"The essays in this gorgeous collection weave a story of geographies—emotional,  
linguistic, cultural, and intellectual—undergirded by a voice so compelling I could not 

put it down. . . . Aligning the Glacier’s Ghost is a remarkable debut.”
—NAthAShA tretheWey, AuthOr Of mEmoriAl driVE: A dAuGhtEr’s mEmoir

Rooted in Western Montana, the essays of Aligning the Glacier’s Ghost navigate how sense 
of place intertwines with sense of self, filling geographical and personal in-betweens of 
identity and illness, memory and story, and intimacy and solitude. This stunning and evoc-
ative debut gives shape to those distances, naming them as grief, narrative, and belonging. 
Capdeville begins the collection with one of many fissures of health, setting the stage for a 
lush braiding of metaphor, the body, and the natural world. In spanning the space between 
loss and being lost, Aligning the Glacier’s Ghost outlines absence, the evolution of self, and 
Capdeville’s foundation of place in trail work, travel, and early adulthood.
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Death Comes for the Archbishop
A Classic Novel of New Mexico
willa cather; introduction and notes  
By richard w. etulain

“A truly remarkable book. . . . From the riches of her imagination and sympathy, 
Cather has distilled a very rare piece of literature.”

—nEw york timEs Book rEViEw

A towering work of twentieth-century American literature, Willa Cather’s Death Comes for 
the Archbishop tells the story of the French Catholic priest Jean Marie Latour, the first bishop 
of the diocese of New Mexico, which was created after the Mexican-American War. With 
his friend and vicar Joseph Vaillant, Latour makes the long journey to the newly annexed 
territory of New Mexico. Once “the cradle of the Faith in the New World,” now old mission 
churches have fallen into ruin and a reduced priesthood lacks guidance and discipline. 
Latour and Vaillant encounter a strange and unfamiliar brand of Catholicism, but in time 
the two priests learn to adjust to the ways of New World Catholics and open their eyes to 
Native American religious ideas so seemingly distant from their own beliefs.

literature • history, new mexico

Also of Interest

Westward the Women
An Anthology of Western  
Stories by Women

Edited by Vicki Piekarski

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-1063-7

February 15

240 pp.; 5.5 × 8.5

$16.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6572-9

$20.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6573-6

willa cather (1873–1947) is one of the greatest Amer-
ican novelists of the twentieth century. Her major works 
include O Pioneers!, The Song of the Lark, My Antonia, One 
of Ours (winner of the Pulitzer Prize), and Death Comes for 
the Archbishop.

richard w. etulain is a professor emeritus of history 
at the University of New Mexico, where he also edited the 
New Mexico Historical Review (1979–1985 and 1991) and 
directed the Center for the American West (1989–2001). 
Etulain served as president at both the Western Literature 
and Western History associations. He is the author or edi-
tor of more than sixty books on the history and cultures of 
the American West.
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Jewish Latin America Series

ilan stavans, series editor

The Jewish Latin America Series, relaunched in 2024, will intro-
duce Jewish Latin American culture to a broad English-language 
readership. Through high-caliber translations as well as original 
English-language editions, it aims to open up a field of study by pub-
lishing classics as well as contemporary novels, memoirs, biogra-
phies, story collections, poetry, and anthologies. The series will map 
out the extraordinary creativity of the Jewish community in Latin 
America, from colonial times to the present, in a region far more 
diverse than is usually imagined.
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Also of Interest

The Empty Bowl
Poems of the Holocaust and After

Judith H. Sherman

$18.95 paper 978-0-8263-6405-0

April 15

384 pp.; 6 × 9

$27.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6578-1

$34.95 CAD
$27.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6579-8
$27.95 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6639-9

I Am of the Tribe of Judah
Poems from Jewish Latin America
edited By stephen a. sadow; introduction By ilan stavans

“Exquisitely curated . . . an invaluable gift to readers at large  
and scholars passionate about the field.”

—ArIANA hubermAN, AuthOr Of kEEpinG thE mystEry AliVE: JEwish mysticism in 
lAtin AmEricAn culturAl production

The first anthology of its kind, I Am of the Tribe of Judah: Poems from Jewish Latin America 
brings together poetry from the Mexican border to the tip of South America. Originally writ-
ten in Spanish, Portuguese, Yiddish, Ladino, Castidish, and Hebrew, these poems have been 
translated into English, many for the first time, by a group of prize-winning translators.

This multilingual collection looks at the tradition across more than five hundred years, 
featuring poems that exalt being Jewish, whether Ashkenazi or Sephardic, and poems that 
express humor and satire. Included are poems in response to anti-Semitism and poems of 
exile, of protest, and of the Holocaust. There are wondrous poems on mysticism and Kabbalah.

The book includes an insightful introduction and historical background by world- 
renowned literary and social critic Ilan Stavans, professor at Amherst College.

stephen a. sadow is a professor emeritus of Latin Amer-
ican literature and Jewish studies at Northeastern Univer-
sity in Boston. His books include the National Jewish Book 
Award–winning King David’s Harp: Autobiographical Essays 
by Jewish Latin American Writers.

poetry • Jewish studies • latin america

Jewish Latin America Series
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Also of Interest

Secrecy and Deceit
The Religion of the Crypto-Jews

David Gitlitz

$45.00x paper 978-0-8263-2813-7

February 15

184 pp.; 5.5 × 8; 22 halftones, 
1 table

$18.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-4419-9

$23.95 CAD
$19.95 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-4420-5

Jews in New Mexico Since World War II
henry J. toBias

“This book is a welcome addition to the history of the Southwest.”
—nEw mExico historicAl rEViEw

For Jews around the world, the defining events of World War II and its aftermath were the 
Holocaust and the creation of the state of Israel. These seminal events led to an increas-
ingly connected and complex world for Jews, even in once-remote places such as New 
Mexico. The rapid expansion of organized Jewish activity in New Mexico during the post-
war years brought about a heightened sense of consciousness, and the state’s small Jew-
ish population witnessed a considerable demographic growth.

Building on his earlier work, A History of the Jews in New Mexico, Henry Tobias incor-
porates new material and sources in this updated volume. He demonstrates how Jewish 
awareness in New Mexico following World War II gave rise to significant cultural and 
political influence, introducing writers, musicians, and such artists as Ira Moskowitz, 
Arthur Sussman, and Judy Chicago to the state’s flourishing art scene.

henry J. toBias is a professor of history emeritus from 
the University of Oklahoma. His publications include The 
Jewish Bund in Russia: From Its Origins to 1905 and The Jews 
in Oklahoma. He resides in Albuquerque, New Mexico.

history • Jewish studies • southwest

NEW IN PAPER
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Yiddish South of the Border
An Anthology of Latin Ameri-

can Yiddish Writing
edited By alan astro

$19.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6329-9
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6338-1

Like a Bride and  
Like a Mother
rosa nissán
$29.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-2364-4
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2365-1

The Martyr
Luis de Carvajal, A Secret Jew in 

Sixteenth-Century Mexico
martin cohen
$30.00x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-2362-0

The Collected Stories of 
Moacyr Scliar
moacyr scliar
$30.00x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-1912-8
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2732-1

The Book of Memories
ana shua and dick gerdes

$30.00x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-1949-4

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-2727-7

Secrecy and Deceit
The Religion of the Crypto-Jews

david gitlitz
$45.00x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-2813-7

  
selected Jewish latin america Backlist
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In Nopalito, Texas: Stories, David Meischen is attuned to 
the quiet crises upon which a person’s life turns. In clear, 

poignant, and often poetic language, we see the residents of a 
small South Texas town—daughters, sons, mothers, fathers, 
neighbors, friends, outsiders—pushing against the limits of 
their lives. Stubbornness, devotion, confusion, pride, and 
anger see them through the internal upheavals and seis-

mic shifts of loss and grief. And at the end, you’ll sigh deep 
and long and wonder at having held so much life, so much 

humanity, in such a slender volume.”
—Ire’Ne LArA SILvA, AuthOr Of flEsh to BonE

“

“

“

These stories illuminate the other side of silence where words 
don’t exist for desires that run counter to established norms. 
David Meischen’s homespun but gorgeous words coalesce in 
a lush yet subtle style. Even bit players burdened with secret 

truth contemplate the world with attention to detail so tender 
it turns ordinary objects into sites of revelation. In this back-
water outpost where everyone knows everyone, no one knows 
anyone. Each story is devastatingly beautiful and the book, 
more than a sum of its parts, is a consummate work of art.”

—DebrA mONrOe, AuthOr Of it tAkEs A worriEd womAn

The linked stories of Nopalito, Texas feel artfully distilled  
yet also boundless. As the characters grow older, they intersect 
in ways both surprising and deeply satisfying. This stunning 

collection, full of lyrical prose and deep compassion,  
belongs in the Texan canon.”

—StACey SWANN, AuthOr Of olympus, tExAs: A noVEl
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Also of Interest

Hungry Shoes
A Novel

Sue Boggio and Mare Pearl

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-6534-7

April 15

224 pp.; 5.5 × 8.5

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6600-9

$24.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6601-6

Nopalito, Texas
Stories
david meischen

In this stunning debut story collection, everyone’s got the blues but nobody is willing 
to sing it. Evelyn Smith, Candace Lambert, and Dorene Wahrmund chafe against rigid 
small-town expectations. Others in hardscrabble Nopalito find themselves fenced in—an 
aging gay liquor store owner estranged among his neighbors, a mother and son bound 
by mutual resentment, two neighboring farm boys attracted to each other. Their stories 
are driven by desperation, rarely spoken, that troubles the community’s inhabitants as it 
nudges them toward connection, toward moments of hope. Meischen draws these char-
acters with a tenderness that belies the hardness of their lives.

david meischen is also the author of the award-winning 
poetry collection Anyone’s Son. He is cofounder and coeditor 
of Dos Gatos Press.

fiction • short stories

Lynn and Lynda Miller Southwest Fiction Series
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Also of Interest

Thelma & Louise

Susan Kollin

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-6552-1

March 1

152 pp.; 5 × 7; 38 halftones

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6608-5

$24.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6609-2

Ride the High Country
roBert nott

“Nott’s telling of the saga of the making of this classic is fresh and eye-opening.  
It is essential reading for fans of Westerns and Peckinpah’s work.”

—W. k. StrAttON, AuthOr Of thE wild Bunch: sAm pEckinpAh,  
A rEVolution in hollywood, And thE mAkinG of A lEGEndAry film

Director Sam Peckinpah was just starting out when he made Ride the High Country in 
1962. He was a new kind of director: young, brash, and in a hurry to help the Western 
“grow up” by treating it with adult themes. Ride the High Country was something new and 
different, a changing Western to match a changing West. Stars Randolph Scott and Joel 
McRea were old hands at this sort of thing. Ride the High Country gave the two veteran 
actors one last job to do and a chance to go out with some dignity.

Ride the High Country helped the genre mature and adapt to turbulent, changing times. 
It launched Peckinpah’s career by invoking the themes of honor, loyalty, and compro-
mised ideals, the destruction of the West and its heroes, and the difficulty of doing right 
in an unjust world—themes developed to their pinnacle in Peckinpah’s later masterpiece, 
The Wild Bunch.

Reel West

roBert nott is the author of The Films of Randolph Scott; 
Last of the Cowboy Heroes: The Westerns of Randolph Scott, 
Joel McCrea, and Audie Murphy; and The Films of Budd Boet-
ticher. He is also the coauthor, with Max Evans, of Goin’ 
Crazy with Sam Peckinpah and All Our Friends (UNM Press). 
He has been a reporter for the Santa Fe New Mexican for the 
last twenty years.

film • american west
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Biography • history • new mexico

A lifelong newspaperman, Jack mcelroy has worked for 
the Albuquerque Tribune, the Rocky Mountain News, and the 
Knoxville News-Sentinel, where he served as editor-in-chief 
for nearly twenty years. He lives in Knoxville, Tennessee.

Citizen Carl
The Editor Who Cracked Teapot Dome,  
Shot a Judge, and Invented the Parking Meter
Jack mcelroy

Jack McElroy’s fascinating biography of “Citizen Carl” Magee tells the story of a man 
whose accomplishments continue to impact Americans today.

Magee helped shape New Mexico and Oklahoma in the years after gaining statehood. 
He purchased the Albuquerque Journal from the syndicate responsible for reelecting Sen-
ator Albert Bacon Fall. Magee battled the Republican machine in New Mexico, a fight 
that sent Fall to prison in the Teapot Dome scandal and saw Magee repeatedly tried on a 
variety of criminal charges, including manslaughter. Forced to sell the Journal, he then 
started the newspaper that would become the Albuquerque Tribune.

Magee’s fame prompted Scripps-Howard to buy the Tribune, and the company later 
transferred Magee to its struggling paper in Oklahoma City. There he solved the city’s 
downtown parking problem by inventing the parking meter.

Now mostly forgotten, Magee’s legacy lives on, and many of the issues he confronted—
press freedom, gun violence, public corruption, and demagoguery—remain relevant today.

Also of Interest

El Paso’s Muckraker
The Life of Owen Payne White

Garna L. Christian

$45.00x cloth 978-0-8263-5545-4

April 1

296 pp.; 6 × 9; 23 halftones

$24.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6576-7

$30.95 CAD
$24.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6577-4
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Also of Interest

I Am a Stranger Here Myself

Debra Gwartney

$24.95 paper 978-0-8263-6071-7

February 15

320 pp.; 6 × 9; 30 halftones

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-4614-8

$24.95 CAD
$19.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-4615-5

Hard Grass
Life on the Crazy Woman Bison Ranch
mary zeiss stange

“[Hard Grass] gives readers a clear-eyed look at Montana life without romanticism 
or nostalgia, instead describing how one family came West and put down roots.”

—GrEAt fAlls triBunE

Mary Zeiss Stange’s story of running a bison ranch with her husband in southeastern 
Montana—on the outskirts of nowhere and far-from-here—is a narrative of survival in a 
landscape and a society at once harsh and alluring. In this series of essays she illustrates 
the realities of ranch life at a time when the “New West” of subdivision, “ranchettes,” tele-
commuting, and tourism collides with the “True West” of too much, too little, too hard, 
and too harsh. This society is molded by the climate, and both run to extremes, simultane-
ously unforgiving, often brutal, yet capable of unalloyed charm and breathtaking beauty.

Her stories explore the myths and realities of ranch life in modern America—the 
brandings, rodeos, and demolition derbies that are major events, and the social, environ-
mental, and political factors at work in shaping the land and the people.

mary zeiss stange is a professor of women’s studies 
and religion at Skidmore College, where for eight years 
she served as director of the Women’s Studies Program. 
Her publications include Woman the Hunter, Gun Women: 
Firearms and Feminism in Contemporary America, and Heart 
Shots: Women Write about Hunting. She is also the author 
of numerous articles in major magazines, newspapers, 
and scholarly journals. The Crazy Woman Bison Ranch is 
located near Ekalaka, Montana.

american west • women

Gold Medal Winner for Best Regional Non- 
Fiction, 2011 Independent Publisher Book Awards

NEW IN PAPER
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lee h. whittlesey is the former historian for Yellowstone 
National Park and the author or editor of numerous books 
including Death in Yellowstone: Accidents and Foolhardiness 
in the First National Park; Myth and History in the Creation of 
Yellowstone National Park; and A Yellowstone Album: a Photo-
graphic Celebration of the First National Park.

Storytelling in Yellowstone
Horse and Buggy Tour Guides
lee h. whittlesey

In the early years of Yellowstone National Park, many companies offered buggy and stage 
rides through the park, their drivers telling stories to the passengers. Some had no basis 
in fact, especially those attributed to “Indian legends,” but others came from the early 
trappers and fur traders and were informational as well as entertaining.

Lee H. Whittlesey, former Yellowstone National Park historian, devoted years of research 
to these pre-1920 stories told by the Park’s “tour guides,” or interpreters. He includes the 
campfire stories of the traders and trappers, Yellowstone as it was portrayed in early photos 
and movies, the first Yellowstone guidebooks, and the “fool tenderfoot questions” posed by 
late nineteenth-century tourists. Whittlesey devotes chapters to the first two National Park 
interpreters, Philetus “Windy” Norris and G. L. Henderson. Each had his own delivery style 
and each awed his respective tour groups. Finally, there are the stagecoach drivers who chauf-
feured the public over Yellowstone’s dirt roads and regaled their passengers with tales of the 
great Geyserland.

All author proceeds from this book are being donated to the National Park Service.

Also of Interest

Ho! For Wonderland
Travelers’ Accounts of Yellowstone, 
1872–1914

Edited by Lee H. Whittlesey and 
Elizabeth A. Watry

$29.95 paper 978-0-8263-4617-9

February 15

392 pp.; 6 × 9; 37 halftones, 
1 map

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-4118-1

$24.95 CAD

storytelling in
ellowstoney

Horse and Buggy Tour Guides

Lee H. Whittlesey

NEW IN PAPER
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Also of Interest

New Mexico Family Outdoor 
Adventure
An All-Ages Guide to Hiking, Camp-
ing, and Getting Outside

Christina M. Selby

$21.95 paper 978-0-8263-6292-6

March 15

336 pp.; 6 × 9; 112 color photos

$22.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6584-2

$28.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6585-9

Slow Travel New Mexico
Unforgettable Personal Experiences in  
the Land of Enchantment
Judith fein; photographs By paul J. ross

Slow travel is the secret to opening doors, meeting people, participating in surprising 
events, experiencing joy, and making each trip—no matter how short or long—deeper, 
richer, and an adventure that is uniquely yours.

Award-winning travel journalists and Santa Fe residents Judith Fein and Paul Ross 
crisscross New Mexico, finding unforgettable adventures readers can personally expe-
rience such as painting with an abstract artist on the Navajo Reservation, visiting a wolf 
refuge, cruising in a lowrider, hiking in a volcano, gourmet dining at Zuni Pueblo, seeing 
a ghost, tracking the true Billy the Kid . . . and so much more.

Slow Travel New Mexico is an invitation to show up in a place and let it reveal itself to 
you—on its own terms. It’s not about going off the beaten path. It’s about going off the 
beaten mental path by learning to look, see, open up, and explore differently. It’s a guide 
to unforgettable experiences.

Southwest Adventure Series

Travel and culture journalist Judith fein writes for Psy-
chology Today about transformative travel. She is the author 
of three award-winning travel-related books including the 
travel classic Life Is A Trip: The Transformative Magic of Travel.

Photojournalist paul J. ross has won awards for his travel 
writing and photography and has contributed to more than 
ninety publications.

travel/recreation • new mexico • nature
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Slow Travel New Mexico celebrates the magical moments 
available when we change our focus and appreciate life’s 
deeper, more complex experiences. This book will expand 
your understanding of travel and make the most of your 

 time on the road.”
—LeSLey S. kINg, AuthOr Of frommEr’s nEw mExico

“

This book will be your guide to a new way of adventuring and 
perhaps even a new way of seeing the world.”

—AShLey m. bIggerS, AuthOr Of Eco-trAVEl nEw mExico:  
86 nAturAl dEstinAtions, GrEEn hotEls,  

And sustAinABlE AdVEnturEs

“
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Also of Interest

A Poetry of Remembrance
New and Rejected Works

Levi Romero

$19.95 paper 978-0-8263-4510-3

February 15

256 pp.; 6 × 9

$19.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6621-4

$24.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6622-1

Open-Hearted Horizon
An Albuquerque Poetry Anthology
edited By valerie martínez and  
shelle vanetten de sánchez

Open-Hearted Horizon: An Albuquerque Poetry Anthology invites you into a poetic conversa-
tion. The anthology includes a wide range of Albuquerque-based poets and poems that are 
inspired—directly, associatively, obliquely—by Albuquerque, New Mexico, as a place and 
as a community. Anthologies commonly celebrate a multitude of voices. Because this one 
is place-based, we hope you will feel drawn into a circle that deepens your sense of place 
and people, of contexts and cultures, whether you know Albuquerque or not. Because the 
Albuquerque poetry community is characterized not only by its support for individual 
writers but also by a strong impulse toward creative collaboration, Open-Hearted Horizon 
features poems in multiple voices. In addition to poems by individual poets, this collec-
tion also features collaborative works, including those by the EKCO collective and one 
that features a line from every poem in the anthology. Overall, the collection invites you 
to experience Albuquerque in its richness, diversity, and depth.

The Albuquerque Poet Laureate Series

valerie martínez is the author of several books of poetry 
and prose, including Each and Her and Count. She is the 
founding director of Artful Life.

shelle vanetten de sánchez is the director of Arts 
and Culture for the City of Albuquerque. She is coeditor 
of several books, including ¿de Veras? Young Voices from the 
National Hispanic Cultural Center (UNM Press).

poetry • new mexico
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poetry

mary oishi is the author of Spirit Birds They Told Me, the 
coauthor of Rock Paper Scissors, and the editor of One Albu-
querque, One Hundred Poets. She served as Albuquerque Poet 
Laureate from 2020 to 2022.

Sidewalk Cruiseship
Poems
mary oishi

Written by the “pandemic poet laureate” of Albuquerque, Sidewalk Cruiseship draws on 
Oishi’s remarkable ability to illustrate the world around her and the people in it. Sepa-
rated into eleven short sections by traditional Japanese tankas, the poems in Oishi’s new-
est collection take on the macro and the micro. They respond to the pandemic, the war 
in Ukraine, and the contentious political climate while also drawing readers in to witness 
intimate moments of people and scenes within Oishi’s beloved city of Albuquerque and 
exploring such themes as mental illness, the joys and sorrows of motherhood, what it is 
to be a woman in the world, and aging and death. Readers will come away with a better 
sense of Albuquerque and its inhabitants and will get an intimate look at one of its most 
passionate citizens—a Japanese American longtime justice activist and mentor for queer 
youth who embraces the best and worst Albuquerque has to offer. Throughout it all, she 
reminds us that the best response we can offer is love, even in the face of adversity.

Also of Interest

The Blood Poems

Jessica Helen Lopez

$18.95 paper 978-0-8263-6325-1

April 1

112 pp.; 6 × 9

$18.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6623-8

$23.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6624-5

The Albuquerque Poet Laureate Series
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Also of Interest

Ancestral Demon of  
a Grieving Bride
Poems

Sy Hoahwah

$18.95 paper 978-0-8263-6221-6

February 15

72 pp.; 6 × 9

$18.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6595-8

$23.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6596-5

Trials and Tribulations of Dirty Shame, 
Oklahoma 
And Other Prose Poems
sy hoahwah

“Sy Hoahwah has written poems that tear down the bridges between  
the Comanche and America. He travels the warrior road. His inheritance  

and obligation is to protect and guard his peoples’ way.”
—LANCe heNSON, AuthOr Of thE missinG BEAd: poEms for thE chEyEnnE

Trials and Tribulations of Dirty Shame, Oklahoma beautifully showcases Comanche gothic 
literature, a new genre in Indigenous literature, at its creative best. In the tradition of The 
Iliad and Paradise Lost, this book is an epic poem of heroic and biblical proportions. Three 
Indigenous young people discover that the Holy Grail has been on the North American conti-
nent for centuries, and in Oklahoma for the last two. Battling both human and supernatural 
enemies, Velroy, Mia, and Stoney struggle to get the Holy Grail out of Indian Country to save 
their families and community and bring true peace back to their ordinary, Dirty Shame lives.

Mary Burritt Christiansen Poetry Series

sy hoahwah is the author of several other poetry books 
and chapbooks, including Ancestral Demon of a Grieving 
Bride and Velroy and the Madischie Mafia (both from UNM 
Press).

poetry
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poetry

sarah kotchian is also the author of Camino, winner of 
the New Mexico–Arizona Book Award and the Seven Sisters 
Book Award.

Light of Wings
Poems
sarah kotchian

“Sarah Kotchian documents the wonders around us that are so easy to miss— 
from grass to hummingbirds to the DNA of salmon in the trees, from yucca seeds 

to milkweed to the color of roses in an old woman’s hair. She shows us what’s here, 
‘annunciations everywhere you look,’ our glory beads shining around us.”

—mAurA StANtON, AuthOr Of immortAl sofA

This haunting collection merges spirit and nature in a voice both elegiac and celebratory. 
Kotchian invites readers to explore our deep connection to the natural world, one increas-
ingly at risk even as it continues to surprise and inspire. From meditations on the dangers 
of global warming to supporting a friend with cancer, from grieving the loss of her own 
mother to celebrating nature from New Mexico to a wild Scottish island, Kotchian helps 
readers catalog the consolations available to us in individual moments, offering us resil-
ience, persistence, and hope.

Also of Interest

A Guide to Tongue Tie Surgery
Poems

Tina Carlson

$18.95 paper 978-0-8263-6524-8

February 15

144 pp.; 6 × 9

$18.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6597-2

$23.95 CAD
$9.99 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6598-9

Mary Burritt Christiansen Poetry Series
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“ Gilles Stockton takes a unique approach to storytelling. 
He represents a perspective on a serious topic that includes 
technical, cultural, and political viewpoints and interjects 
personal experiences garnered from of a rich life spent as a 

rancher, international agricultural development specialist, and 
conservationist.”

—r. JACk meyerS, CONtrIbutOr tO wAtEr for thE pEoplE: thE 
AcEquiA hEritAGE of nEw mExico in A GloBAl contExt

“ In this series of penetrating essays on modern American agri-
culture, Gilles Stockton tackles the challenges modern farmers 
and ranchers face in making a living when giant monopolies 

control too many moving parts of the food chain. Stockton also 
looks at all the reasons rural and urban Americans, producers 

and consumers alike, talk past each other today while their 
real mutual interests lie in supporting a genuine remake of our 

national agricultural policy.”
—bAker h. mOrrOW, AuthOr Of BEst plAnts for nEw mExico 

GArdEns And lAndscApEs: kEyEd to citiEs And rEGions in nEw 
mExico And AdJAcEnt ArEAs, rEVisEd And ExpAndEd Edition
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Also of Interest

Water for the People
The Acequia Heritage of New  
Mexico in a Global Context

Edited by Enrique R. Lamadrid 
and José A. Rivera

$29.95 paper 978-0-8263-6463-0

May 1

176 pp.; 5.5 × 8.5; 24 halftones

$24.95 cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6610-8

$30.95 CAD
$24.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6611-5

Feeding a Divided America
Reflections of a Western Rancher in the Era of Climate Change
gilles stockton

In Feeding a Divided America, third-generation Montana rancher and international agri-
culture development specialist Gilles Stockton explores the causes of what he refers to as 
the “rural-urban divide” and how this widening chasm between rural America and urban 
centers threatens our democracy. He shows how it determines the very structure of our 
society and the physical as well as political landscapes in which we live, and he goes on to 
demonstrate how big banks, international food conglomerates, urban expectations, and 
US farm policy have all participated in the demise of small towns across rural America.

In a series of polemical essays, Stockton paints a clear picture of national food issues 
surrounding market competition, US trade policy, country-of-origin labeling, wildlife con-
troversies, climate change, supply-chain disruptions, the decline of pastoralism worldwide, 
and US farm policy, topics that impact all Americans and transcend local, regional, national, 
and global geopolitical boundaries. Stockton stands firm with American farmers and ranch-
ers, offering potential remedies to these issues in the face of concerns over livelihood, the 
future of American food systems, and the future of our planet.

A third-generation Montana cattle rancher, gilles  
stockton raises beef cattle and sheep on ten thousand 
acres in Grass Range, Montana. Stockton is an international 
agriculture development specialist, a member of the North-
ern Plains Resource Council, and the president of the Mon-
tana Cattlemen’s Association. He is a regular contributor 
to Western Agricultural Reporter, the Montana Cattlemen’s 
Association's monthly newsletter, and the Tri-State Livestock 
News.

american west • agriculture • environment

New Century Gardens and Landscapes  
of the American Southwest
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Bugsy’s Shadow
Moe Sedway, “Bugsy” Siegel, 
and the Birth of Organized 

Crime in Las Vegas
larry d. gragg

$29.95 CLOth
ISbN 978-0-8263-6515-6

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6516-3

High Road Books

The Big Book of Hatch Chile
180 Great Recipes Featuring the 

World’s Favorite Chile Pepper
kelley cleary coffeen

$29.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6543-9

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6544-6

Speak of It
A Memoir

marcos mcpeek villatoro
$27.95 CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6532-3
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6533-0

High Road Books

Thelma & Louise
susan kollin

$19.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6552-1

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6553-8

The Gardens of  
Los Poblanos

Judith phillips
$34.95 CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6522-4
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6523-1

The Huacas
Rock Shrines and Ritual  
Landscapes of the Incas

edward ranney; essay By 
lucy r. lippard

$45.00 CLOth
ISbN 978-0-8263-6547-7
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  selected trade Backlist



Mac McCloud’s Five Points
Photographing Black Denver, 

1938–1975
william wyckoff

$29.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6541-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6542-2

A Pagan Polemic
Reflections on Nature, 

Consciousness, and Anarchism
Jack loeffler

$19.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6517-0

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6518-7

Hanging Charley Flinn
The Short and Violent Life of 

the Boldest Criminal in Frontier 
California

matthew Bernstein
$24.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6504-0
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6505-7

Defender of the Underdog
Pelham Glassford and the 

Bonus Army
harvey ferguson

$34.95 CLOth
ISbN 978-0-8263-6506-4
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6507-1

Crosses of Iron
The Tragic Story of Dawson, 
New Mexico, and Its Twin  

Mining Disasters
nick pappas; foreword By 

richard melzer
$21.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6528-6
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6529-3

The Great Taos Bank Robbery
And Other True Stories, 50th 

Anniversary Edition 

tony hillerman;  
introduction By  

anne hillerman; foreword 
By James mcgrath morris

$17.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6545-3

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6546-0
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Hungry Shoes
A Novel

sue Boggio and mare pearl
$19.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6534-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6535-4

Wild Carnivores of  
New Mexico

edited By  
Jean-luc e. cartron and 

Jennifer k. frey
$49.95 CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-5151-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5153-1

Party Like It’s 2044
Finding the Funny in  

Life and Death
Joni B. cole
$19.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6556-9
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6557-6

The Poetics of Fire
Metaphors of Chile Eating in 

the Borderlands
victor m. valle

$34.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6554-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6555-2

Exhibitions
Essays on Art and Atrocity

Jehanne duBrow
$19.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6526-2
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6527-9

A Guide to  
Tongue Tie Surgery

Poems
tina carlson

$18.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6524-8

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6525-5
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Point of Entry
Poems

katherine diBella seluJa
$18.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6530-9
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6531-6

Flight from Chile
An Oral History of Exile
thomas wright and  

rody oñate; translations 
By irene hodgson

$24.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6548-4

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6549-1

Esteban
The African Slave Who  

Explored America
dennis herrick

$24.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6564-4

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5982-7

As We See It
Conversations with Native 
American Photographers

suzanne newman fricke
$34.95 PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6491-3
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6492-0

The Border Is Burning
ito romo

$16.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6566-8
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5335-1

Ghosts of El Grullo 
patricia santana

$21.95 PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-4410-6
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-4411-3
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Also of Interest

Neo-Mexicanism
Mexican Figurative Painting and 
Patronage in the 1980s 

Teresa Eckmann

$45.00x cloth 978-0-8263-4742-8

May 15

296 pp.; 8 × 10; 155 color 
photos
$34.95 paper

ISBN 978-0-8263-6602-3

$43.95 CAD
$34.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6603-0

Julio Galán
The Art of Performative Transgression
teresa eckmann

“An indispensable touchstone for anyone studying Julio Galán.”
—rAPhAeL rubINSteIN, AuthOr Of polychromE profusion: sElEctEd Art criticism 1990–2002

From his provincial origins in the small northern Mexico town of Múzquiz, Coahuila, to his 
meteoric rise in Manhattan’s East Village art scene, to having achieved international standing 
at the time of his early death at forty-seven, Julio Galán was radically transgressive. The artist 
extended contemporary Mexican painting beyond the cultural criticism of Neo-Mexicanism 
(neomexicanismo), redefining Mexican identity as gender-expansive in his art. Galán combined 
gender-fluid imagery, his performative persona, queer self-representation, and cross-cultural 
visual and textual references to create large-scale, layered, dialogical visual puzzles.

Replete with full-color reproductions of Galán’s artwork and photographic material, 
Teresa Eckmann’s book serves as the first English-language monograph on the artist’s life 
and work. Anyone interested in art in Mexico and Latin America will find this book an 
indispensable addition to their library, and it will be a core book on the study of this artist 
for decades to come.

teresa eckmann is an associate professor of 
contemporary Latin American art in the Depart-
ment of Art and Art History at the University of 
Texas at San Antonio. She is also the author of 
Neo-Mexicanism: Mexican Figurative Painting and 
Patronage in the 1980s (UNM Press). 

art history • latin america





Also of Interest

From Sea-Bathing to Beach-Going
A Social History of the Beach in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil

B. J. Barickman; Edited by  
Hendrik Kraay and Bryan McCann

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-6363-3

March 15
344 pp.; 6 × 9; 25 figs., 8 maps, 8 tables

$95.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6616-0
$119.00 CAD

$34.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6617-7
$43.95 CAD

$34.95 ePub

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6618-4

$95.00 WebPDf

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6640-5

Diálogos Series

The Struggle for Natural Resources
Findings from Bolivian History
edited By carmen soliz and rosanna Barragán

“Anyone interested in the critical issues of extractivism, environmental degradation 
and regulation, (neo)liberal and nationalist political projects and economic policies, 

global commodity markets, and capitalist development generally will find here a 
wealth of material for historical and contemporary reflection.”

—SINCLAIr thOmSON, AuthOr Of wE AlonE will rulE:  
nAtiVE AndEAn politics in thE AGE of insurGEncy

The Struggle for Natural Resources traces the troubled history of Bolivia’s land and com-
modity disputes across five centuries, combining local, regional, national, and transna-
tional scales. Enriched by the extractivism and commodity frontiers approaches to world 
history, the book treats Bolivia’s political struggles over natural resources as long-term 
processes that outlast immediate political events. Exploration of the Bolivian case invites 
dialogue and comparison with other parts of the world, particularly regions and countries 
of the so-called Global South.

carmen soliz is an associate professor of history and 
Latin American studies at the University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte.

rossana Barragán is a professor at CIDES-UMSA La 
Paz and was a senior fellow researcher at the International 
Institute of Social History in Amsterdam from 2011 to 2022.
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Gamboa’s World
Justice, Silver Mining, and Imperial 
Reform in New Spain

Christopher Albi

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-6295-7

March 1
272 pp.; 6 × 9; 3 figs., 4 maps, 4 tables

$95.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6588-0
$119.00 CAD

$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6589-7
$36.95 CAD

$29.95 ePub

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6590-3

$95.00 WebPDf

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6641-2

Viceroy Güemes’s Mexico
Rituals, Religion, and Revenue
christoph rosenmüller

“Viceroy Güemes’s Mexico is an exciting biography. . . . A fast-paced read with 
succinct prose, the book distills Rosenmüller’s key points into a narrative-driven 

biographical format ideal for classroom use.”
—mArk W. LeNtz, AuthOr Of murdEr in méridA, 1792: ViolEncE, fActions, And thE lAw

Christoph Rosenmüller’s study of Güemes is the first in English-language scholarship 
that draws on significant research in a family archive and provides the best account yet of 
how the Bourbon Reforms commenced twenty years before the arrival in 1765 of José de 
Gálvez, the visitador general to New Spain. Using these rarely consulted sources allows for 
a deeper understanding of daily life and politics. Whereas most scholars have relied on 
the official communications in the great archives to emphasize tightly choreographed rit-
uals, for instance, Rosenmüller’s work shows that much interaction in the viceregal pal-
ace was rather informal—a fact that scholars have overlooked. The resulting book paints 
a vivid portrait of a society undergoing change earlier than many historians have believed.

latin america • history

Diálogos Series

christoph rosenmüller is a professor of Latin Amer-
ican history at Middle Tennessee State University in Mur-
freesboro. His books include Corruption and Justice in 
Colonial Mexico, 1650–1755, winner of the 2020 Alfred B. 
Thomas Award from SECOLAS for best book on any Latin 
American subject, and Corruption in the Iberian Empires: 
Greed, Custom, and Colonial Networks (UNM Press).



Also of Interest

The Dollar
How the US Dollar Became a  
Popular Currency in Argentina

Mariana Luzzi and Ariel Wilkis

$34.95x paper 978-0-8263-6539-2

March 15
200 pp.; 6 × 9; 2 graphs

$95.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6580-4
$119.00 CAD

$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6581-1
$36.95 CAD

$29.95 ePub

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6582-8

$95.00 WebPDf

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6642-9

Embracing Autonomy
Latin American–US Relations in the Twenty-First Century
gregory weeks

“A must-read for students, scholars, and practitioners.”
—ALAN L. mCPherSON, AuthOr Of A short history of  

u.s. intErVEntions in lAtin AmEricA And thE cAriBBEAn

Gregory Weeks’s Embracing Autonomy departs from other general treatments of Latin 
American–US relations not by putting US policy aside but by bringing in the Latin Amer-
ican and global contexts more closely and thus avoiding the incomplete picture provided 
by a narrow focus solely on the policies of the United States.

The core of autonomy for Latin America from the United States is seen in new, deeper, 
and more numerous relationships that do not include the United States. The book exam-
ines the major shifts that have taken place in the region in recent decades and how they 
have shaped Latin American–US relations, providing a clearer understanding of where 
Latin America stands vis-à-vis the United States in the early twenty-first century.

The Americas in the World

gregory weeks is the associate dean for academic affairs 
at UNC Charlotte, where he is also a professor of political 
science and Latin American studies. For over two decades 
he has published extensively on Latin American–US rela-
tions, Latin American politics, and immigration. He is 
the coauthor of U.S. and Latin American Relations, Third 
Edition.

latin america • politics • history
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Also of Interest

Plaza of Sacrifices
Gender, Power, and Terror in 1968 
Mexico

Elaine Carey

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-3545-6

April 1

352 pp.; 6 × 9; 7 maps, 70 
graphs, 10 tables

$75.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6568-2

$94.00 CAD
$75.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6569-9

Popular Politics and Protest Event Analysis  
in Latin America
edited By moisés arce and takeshi wada

The arrival of democracy and globalization was a watershed moment for Latin America. 
It produced a changing political and economic environment, where democracy provided 
challengers with expanding political opportunities but globalization precipitated eco-
nomic threats to livelihoods and human welfare. This changing environment removed 
the state from modes of political representation, such as urban labor movements and 
their affiliated mass-party organizations, while unleashing more pluralistic, heteroge-
nous, and decentralized patterns of popular representation. Reducing its role in produc-
tion, the state became mostly a regulator of economic activities.

Arce and Wada’s volume examines the consequences of democracy and globaliza-
tion on popular protests in Latin America, theorizing a broad shift of popular politics 
involving reactive and proactive mobilizations. A collaboration of sixteen distinguished 
scholars with different specializations (economists, historians, sociologists, and political 
scientists) in both the Global North and South, the volume provides a unique collection 
of studies of protest events in ten Latin American countries: Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colom-
bia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru, and Venezuela.

moisés arce is the Scott and Marjorie Cowen Chair in 
Latin American Social Sciences and a professor in the 
Department of Political Science at Tulane University.

takeshi wada is a professor in the Department of Area 
Studies and the director of the Latin American and Iberian 
Network for Academic Collaboration (LAINAC) at the Uni-
versity of Tokyo.

latin america • politics • sociology
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Also of Interest

A Woman, a Man, a Nation
Mariquita Sánchez, Juan Manuel 
de Rosas, and the Beginnings of 
Argentina

Jeffrey M. Shumway

$34.95x paper 978-0-8263-6090-8

April 1

216 pp.; 6 × 9; 1 map, 1 graph

$65.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6574-3

$81.00 CAD
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6575-0

The Creation of Modern Buenos Aires
Football, Civic Associations, Barrios, and Politics, 1912–1943
Joel horowitz

The Creation of Modern Buenos Aires examines the impact of civic associations on the 
culture and the society of Buenos Aires and their ties to politics in the first decades of the 
twentieth century. The period saw the emergence of the modern political system with true 
appeals to the voters, tremendous urban growth, and the solidification of a barrio identity.

Historian Joel Horowitz examines four types of organizations: football clubs, bibliote-
cas populares (popular libraries), sociedades de fomento (development societies that pushed 
for barrio improvements), and universidades populares (popular universities that provided 
practical training beyond the primary school level). All four types became important social 
centers and were connected to the political world.

The book shows how civic associations helped create the social world of the city, focus-
ing especially on the part they played in the development of the sense of barrio. It demon-
strates how civic associations became vital links in the system of politics that emerged, 
creating spaces for politicians to build connections to different communities.

Joel horowitz is a professor emeritus of history at 
Saint Bonaventure University. He is the author of Argenti-
na’s Radical Party and Popular Mobilization, 1916–1930 and 
Argentine Unions, the State, and the Rise of Perón, 1930–1945.

latin america • history • politics
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ian JacoBs is the author of Ranchero Revolt: The Mexican 
Revolution in Guerrero.

Indigenous Culture and Change in Guerrero, 
Mexico, 7000 BCE to 1600 CE
ian JacoBs

Until recently, Guerrero’s past has suffered from relative neglect by archaeologists and 
historians. While a number of excellent studies have expanded our knowledge of certain 
aspects of the region’s history or of particular areas or topics, the absence of a thorough 
scholarly overview has left Guerrero’s significant contributions to the history of Meso-
america and colonial Mexico greatly underestimated.

With Indigenous Culture and Change in Guerrero, Mexico, 7000 BCE to 1600 CE Ian Jacobs 
at last puts Guerrero’s history firmly on the map of Mexican archaeology and history. The 
book brings together a vast amount of cross-disciplinary information to understand the 
deep roots of the Indigenous cultures of a complex region of Mexico and the forces that 
shaped the foundations of colonial Mexico in the sixteenth century and beyond. This book 
is particularly significant for its exploration of archaeological, Indigenous, and historical 
sources.

Also of Interest

Technology and Tradition in Meso-
america after the Spanish Invasion
Archaeological Perspectives

Edited by Rani T. Alexander

$85.00x cloth 978-0-8263-6015-1

April 1

384 pp.; 6 × 9; 33 halftones,  
2 maps, 35 tables

$85.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6586-6

$106.00 CAD
$85.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6587-3
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Also of Interest

The Women’s Suffrage Movement 
and Feminism in Argentina from 
Roca to Perón

Gregory Hammond

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-5055-8

May 1

408 pp.; 6 × 9; 3 halftones

$65.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6614-6

$81.00 CAD
$65.00 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6615-3
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6643-6

Women’s Suffrage in the Americas
edited By stephanie mitchell

“Women’s Suffrage in the Americas provides an outstanding analysis of the long and 
often drawn-out process of attaining women’s suffrage in the western hemisphere.”

—CArmeN DIANA Deere, COAuthOr Of EmpowErinG womEn:  
lAnd And propErty riGhts in lAtin AmEricA

The first hemispheric study to trace how women in the Americas obtained the right to 
vote, Women’s Suffrage in the Americas pushes back against the misconception that wom-
en’s movements originated in the United States. The volume brings Latin American 
voices to the forefront of English-language scholarship. Suffragists across the hemisphere 
worked together, formed collegial networks to support each other’s work, and fostered 
advances toward women gaining the vote over time and space from one country to the 
next. The collection as a whole suggests several models by which women in the Americas 
gained the right to vote: through party politics; through decree, despite delays justified by 
women’s supposed conservative politics; through conservative defense of traditional roles 
for women; and within the context of imperialism. However, until now historians have 
traditionally failed to view this common history through a hemispheric lens.

stephanie mitchell is a professor of history at Carthage 
College in Kenosha, Wisconsin. She is the coeditor of The 
Women’s Revolution in Mexico, 1910–1953.
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marJorie Becker is an associate professor of history 
and English at the University of Southern California. She 
is also the author of Body Bach; Setting the Virgin on Fire: 
Lázaro Cárdenas, Michoacán Peasants, and the Redemption of 
the Mexican Revolution; Piano Glass / Glass Piano; and The 
Macon Sex School: Songs of Tenderness and Resistance.

Dancing on the Sun Stone
Mexican Women and the Gendered Politics of Octavio Paz
marJorie Becker

Dancing on the Sun Stone is a uniquely transdisciplinary work that fuses modern Latin 
American history and literature to explore women’s lives and gendered politics in Mexico. 
In this important work, scholar Marjorie Becker focuses on the complex Mexican women 
of rural Michoacán who performed an illicit revolutionary dance and places it in dialogue 
with Nobel Prize winner Octavio Paz’s signature poem, “Sun Stone”—allowing a new 
gendered history to emerge.

Through this dialogue, the women reveal intimate and intellectual complexities of 
Mexican women’s gendered voices, their histories, and their intimate and public lives. 
The work further demonstrates the ways these women, in dialogue with Paz, transformed 
history itself. Becker’s multigenre work reconstructs Mexican history through the tempo-
ral experiences of crucial Michoacán females, experiences that culminate in their complex 
revolutionary dance, which itself emerges as a transformative revolutionary language.

Also of Interest

Cultural Nationalism and Ethnic 
Music in Latin America

Edited by William H. Beezley

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-5975-9

May 1

152 pp.; 6 × 9

$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6629-0

$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6630-6
$55.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6419-7
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Also of Interest

Religious Transformation in Maya 
Guatemala
Cultural Collapse and Christian 
Pentecostal Revitalization

Edited by John P. Hawkins

$65.00x cloth 978-0-8263-6225-4

June 1

176 pp.; 6 × 9

$55.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6591-0

$68.95 CAD
$55.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6592-7

The Secular Care of the Self
Discipline and Its Discontents across the Protestant Atlantic
ian whitmarsh

The modern desire to care for our health, so obvious to its proponents, has its discon-
tents. Secular medicine denounces the work of those who claim the protective powers 
of spirits or the Holy Spirit. In this contestation over what it means to care for oneself, 
Ian Whitmarsh offers an unorthodox thesis: the modern secular desire toward health is 
founded in a Protestant congregationalism that shapes its refusal of spirit manifestation, 
revelation, and the power of deities to shape the world. This proper healthy ethics and 
aesthetics is then taught to those who lack “choice” in their continuing to live through 
these ontologies.

Whitmarsh explores these dynamics of power and spirit as they move across the Atlan-
tic, from northern Europe to North America to the country of Trinidad and Tobago. Trin-
idad offers a broken mirror to the ostensibly secular global endeavor of the desire to be 
healthy. This mirror shows that the threat found in the spirits and practitioners of other 
religions, such as Pentecostal healing and orisha manifestation, reveals racialized Protes-
tant commitments masked within a modern global “secular” care of the self.

ian whitmarsh is an associate professor of medical 
anthropology at the University of California, San Francisco. 
He is the author of Biomedical Ambiguity: Race, Asthma, and 
the Contested Meaning of Genetic Research in the Caribbean.
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laura elena Belmonte is an assistant professor in the 
University of New Mexico’s Chicana and Chicano Studies 
Department.

Borderland Brutalities
Violence and Resistance along the US-Mexico Borderlands in 
Literature, Film, and Culture
laura elena Belmonte

“Belmonte captures the effectiveness of cultural production in revealing  
borderlands communities’ experiences with, and responses to, violence  

wrought by the US and Mexican governments and corporations.”
—vANeSSA De verItCh WOODSIDe, AuthOr Of  

rippEd ApArt: unsEttlinG nArrAtiVEs of trAnsnAtionAl miGrAtion

In Borderland Brutalities, Belmonte analyzes how border violence is perpetuated and sanc-
tioned by private corporations as well as the US and Mexican governments and how this 
violence is represented through border literature and cultural production. Belmonte exam-
ines literature, art, and film produced by artists living on both sides of the border to explore 
how they portray this violence and how they use their art to actively resist it. This important 
analysis of the border will be required reading for decades to come and lays the groundwork 
for additional studies on borderland violence and resistance.

Also of Interest

Women Drug Traffickers
Mules, Bosses, and Organized Crime

Elaine Carey and Kris Lane

$29.95x paper 978-0-8263-5198-2

June 1

176 pp.; 6 × 9; 4 halftones,  
1 table

$65.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6612-2

$81.00 CAD
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6613-9
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Also of Interest

Masquerade and Social Justice 
in Contemporary Latin American 
Fiction

Helene Carol Weldt-Basson

$55.00x cloth 978-0-8263-5815-8

June 1

240 pp.; 6 × 9

$65.00x cloth
ISBN 978-0-8263-6619-1

$81.00 CAD
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6620-7

The Chilean Dictatorship Novel
Memory, Postmemory, Affect, and Emotions
helene carol weldt-Basson

Though the civil-rights abuses by the Pinochet dictatorship in Chile (1973–1990) were later 
recognized by reparations and truth commissions, the difficult emotions suffered by the 
victims and their families were often pushed into the background or out of the national 
conversation entirely. In response, novelists began incorporating the memory of feelings 
experienced during the dictatorship into their books. In The Chilean Dictatorship Novel, 
Weldt-Basson examines fifteen novels and one testimony written on the topic of dictator-
ship to illustrate how these Chilean narratives center on affect and emotions. Through a 
close look at the work of José Donoso, Ariel Dorfman, Diamela Eltit, Carlos Franz, and Nona 
Fernández, among others, Weldt-Basson effectively argues that by inspiring emotion and 
creating empathy within readers, the authors of these books instill a drive in the readers for 
ongoing social-justice advocacy, thereby transforming the process of reading into a platform 
for future action. Weldt-Basson’s landmark study will serve as a basis for the future study of 
Latin American literature for decades to come.

helene carol weldt-Basson is a professor in the 
Department of Modern and Classical Languages and Liter-
atures at the University of North Dakota. She is the author 
or editor of seven additional books including Masquerade 
and Social Justice in Contemporary Latin American Fiction 
(UNM Press).

literary criticism • latin america
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Jesus montaño is an associate professor of English at 
Hope College. His primary teaching interests include Latinx 
young adult literature and Latinx / Latin American literary 
confluences.

regan postma-montaño is an assistant professor of 
English and Spanish at Hope College. She teaches a variety 
of courses that focus on Latinx and Latin American literary 
and cultural production, children’s and young adult litera-
ture, and peace and justice studies.

Tactics of Hope in Latinx Children’s  
and Young Adult Literature
Jesus montaño and regan postma-montaño

This important study affirms that Latinx children and young adults are uniquely posi-
tioned to change the world. Using Gloria Anzaldúa’s theories of conocimiento as a critical 
lens, the authors examine several literary works including Side by Side / Lado a lado; They 
Call Me Güero; Land of the Cranes; Efrén Divided; and Gabi, a Girl in Pieces. Using these 
texts and others, Montaño and Postma-Montaño demonstrate how Latinx literature for 
young readers reveals the oppressions that affect the everyday lives of Latinx youth in 
order to destabilize the racist notions that inform them. Whether it is injustices in the 
agricultural fields, weaponization of deportation and deportability, or forms of exclusion 
based on gender, ethnicity, and race, the books in this study counter by imagining and 
then participating in social-justice activism that seeks to transform the world. Ultimately 
the lessons shared in these books will allow Latinx young people to lead us into a future 
where equity and belonging are as endemic as they currently are rare.

Also of Interest

The Will to Heal
Psychological Recovery in  
the Novels of Latina Writers

Felicia Fahey

$27.95x paper 978-0-8263-2855-7

June 1

202 pp.; 6 × 9

$34.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6632-0

$43.95 CAD
$34.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6633-7
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6384-8
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Pablo Abeita
The Life and Times of a Native Statesman  
of Isleta Pueblo, 1871–1940
malcolm eBright and rick hendricks

This is the first biography of a Pueblo leader, Pablo Abeita, a man considered the most 
important Native leader in the Southwest in his day. Abeita was a strong advocate for 
Isleta and the other eighteen New Mexico pueblos during the periods of assimilation, 
boarding schools, and the reform of US Indian policy. Working with some of the most 
progressive Indian agents in New Mexico, with other Pueblo leaders, and with advocacy 
groups, he received funding for much-needed projects, such as a bridge across the Rio 
Grande at Isleta. To achieve these ends, Abeita testified before Congress and was said to 
have met, and in some cases befriended, nearly every US president from Benjamin Har-
rison to Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Abeita dealt with many issues that are still relevant today, including reform of US 
Indian policy, boarding schools, and Pueblo sovereignty. Pablo Abeita’s story is one of a 
people still living on their ancestral homelands, struggling to protect their land and water, 
and ultimately thriving as a modern pueblo.

Also of Interest

Four Square Leagues
Pueblo Indian Land in New Mexico

Malcolm Ebright, Rick Hendricks, 
and Richard W. Hughes

$34.95x paper 978-0-8263-3972-0

June 1

202 pp.; 6 × 9; 40 figs.

$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6631-3

$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6488-3
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6644-3

malcolm eBright is a historian, an attorney, and the 
director of the Center for Land Grant Studies. His books 
include The Witches of Abiquiu: The Governor, the Priest, the 
Genízaro Indians, and the Devil and Four Square Leagues: 
Pueblo Indian Land in New Mexico (both from UNM Press).

rick hendricks served as the New Mexico State Historian 
from 2010 through 2019. His books include The Witches of 
Abiquiu: The Governor, the Priest, the Genízaro Indians, and 
the Devil; and Four Square Leagues: Pueblo Indian Land in 
New Mexico (both from UNM Press).

american indians • Biography • southwest
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maurilio e. vigil is a professor emeritus at New Mex-
ico Highlands University. He is the author or coauthor of 
Hispanics in American Politics: The Search for Political Power, 
Hispanics in Congress: A Historical and Political Survey, New 
Mexico Government and Politics, and The Hispanics of New 
Mexico: Essays on History and Culture.

helene Boudreau teaches courses in history and political 
science at New Mexico Highlands University. Her scholarly 
research includes the political and historical study of charter 
schools in New Mexico and the sociological implications of 
prosecuting juveniles as adults.

Donaciano Vigil
The Life of a Nuevomexicano Soldier, Statesman,  
and Territorial Governor
maurilio e. vigil and helene Boudreau

Born in Santa Fe in 1802, Donaciano Vigil was an active participant in many of the critical 
events in New Mexico’s history in the nineteenth century. Vigil was witness to New Mexico’s 
transition from a Spanish province (1802–1821) to a Mexican department (1821–1846) and 
eventually to an American territory (1846–1877), and he was a key player in most of the 
events of that era. As a Hispano soldier and officer in the New Mexico Militia, he was instru-
mental in the Navajo Wars, the Rio Arriba insurrection of 1837, the Texas invasion of 1841, 
and the American invasion of 1846. As a Mexican statesman in New Mexico, he was one 
of the most active assemblymen. Following the American occupation, he joined the civil 
government, first as secretary, then as governor. It was in these roles that Donaciano left an 
enduring impact and legacy on the territory.

In this gripping biography of a remarkable man, Maurilio E. Vigil and Helene Bou-
dreau fill the gap within the scholarship on Hispanics in nineteenth-century New Mexico.

Also of Interest

James Silas Calhoun
First Governor of New Mexico  
Territory and First Indian Agent

Sherry Robinson

$34.95 cloth 978-0-8263-6305-3

April 1
318 pp.; 6 × 9; 11 halftones,  
2 maps, 1 table
$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6638-2
$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6342-8
$39.95 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6645-0
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Also of Interest

Chasing the Santa Fe Ring
Power and Privilege in Territorial 
New Mexico

David L. Caffey

$24.95x paper 978-0-8263-1947-0

May 1

272 pp.; 6 × 9; 42 figs., 14 tables

$29.95x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6625-2

$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6626-9
$65.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6433-3

Hispano Bastion
New Mexican Power in the Age of Manifest Destiny, 1837–1860
michael J. alarid

In this groundbreaking study, historian Michael J. Alarid examines New Mexico’s tran-
sition from Spanish to Mexican to US control during the nineteenth century and illumi-
nates how emerging class differences played a crucial role in the regime change. After 
Mexico won independence from Spain in 1821, trade between Mexico and the United 
States attracted wealthy Hispanos into a new market economy and increased trade along 
El Camino Real, turning it into a burgeoning exchange route. As landowning Hispanos 
benefited from the Santa Fe trade, traditional relationships between wealthy and poor 
Nuevomexicanos—whom Alarid calls patrónes and vecinos—started to shift. Far from 
being displaced by US colonialism, wealthy Nuevomexicanos often worked in concert 
with new American officials after US troops marched into New Mexico in 1846, and in the 
process, Alarid argues, the patrónes abandoned their customary obligations to vecinos, 
who were now evolving into a working class. Ultimately wealthy Nuevomexicanos, the 
book argues, succeeded in preserving New Mexico as a Hispano bastion, but they did so 
at the expense of poor vecinos.

michael J. alarid is a scholar of the Latino experience in 
the Southwest. He is an assistant professor of history at the 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas.

history • southwest
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michael seth stewart teaches English at the University 
of Alabama. He is also the editor of Stars Seen in Person: 
Selected Journals of John Wieners.

Yours Presently
The Selected Letters of John Wieners
edited By michael seth stewart; preface By eileen myles

Boston born and bred, John Wieners was a queer self-styled poète maudit who was renowned 
among his contemporaries but ignored by mainstream critics. Twenty-first- century read-
ers are correcting this elision, placing Wieners back alongside his better-known peers, 
including Allen Ginsberg, Charles Olson, Denise Levertov, and Amiri Baraka. Wieners was 
a voluble letter writer, maintaining friendships with these contemporaries that spanned 
decades and tackling a range of complex issues that resonate today, including drug use, 
homosexuality, subcultures of the East and West Coasts, and the differing treatment of 
mental patients based on their economic class. The letters collected in this volume are 
greatly enhanced by Eileen Myles’s preface and Stewart’s thorough introduction, notes, 
and brief bios of the poets, writers, artists, and editors with whom Wieners corresponded. 
The result is more than the letters of a poet—it is a history that explores the world at large 
in the mid-twentieth century.

Also of Interest

An Open Map
The Correspondence of Robert  
Duncan and Charles Olson

Edited by Robert J. Bertholf and 
Dale M. Smith

$34.95x paper 978-0-8263-5428-0

June 15
360 pp.; 6.125 × 9.25;  
10 halftones
$40.00x paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6635-1
$49.95 CAD
$40.00 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6636-8
$75.00 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6205-6

Recencies Series: Research and Recovery in 
Twentieth-Century American Poetics
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Also of Interest

The Shoshoneans
The People of the Basin-Plateau, 
Expanded Edition

Edward Dorn and Leroy Lucas; 
Edited by Matthew Hofer

$34.95x paper 978-0-8263-5381-8

June 15
248 pp.; 6.125 × 9.25; 10 
halftones
$29.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6634-4
$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5392-4
$59.95 WebPDf
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6646-7

Amiri Baraka and Edward Dorn
The Collected Letters
edited By claudia moreno pisano

From the end of the 1950s through the middle of the 1960s, Amiri Baraka (b. 1934) and 
Edward Dorn (1929–1999), two self-consciously avant-garde poets, fostered an intense 
friendship primarily through correspondence. The early 1960s found both poets just begin-
ning to publish and becoming public figures. Bonding around their commitment to new 
and radical forms of poetry and culture, Dorn and Baraka created an interracial friendship 
at precisely the moment when the Civil Rights Movement was becoming a powerful force 
in national politics. The major premise of the Dorn-Jones friendship as developed through 
their letters was artistic, but the range of subjects in the correspondence shows an incred-
ible intersection between the personal and the public, providing a schematic map of what 
was so vital in postwar American culture to those living through it.

Their letters offer a vivid picture of American lives connecting around poetry during 
a tumultuous time of change and immense creativity. Reading through these correspon-
dences allows access into personal biographies, and through these biographies, profound 
moments in American cultural history open themselves to us.

Recencies Series: Research and Recovery in 
Twentieth-Century American Poetics

Winner of the 2014 PEN Oakland–Josephine 
Miles Award for Excellence in Literature

claudia moreno pisano is an associate professor of 
English at LaGuardia Community College, City University 
of New York.

literary criticism • american studies
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literary criticism • poetics

stephanie anderson is an assistant professor at Duke 
Kunshan University in China, where her research focuses 
on poetic circulation and twentieth-century poetry. Her most 
recent book of poetry is If You Love Error So Love Zero.

kristen tapson is a scholar-in-residence in the Depart-
ment of Art, Art History & Visual Studies at Duke Univer-
sity, where she is also an instructor in Information Science 
+ Studies. Her research focuses on experimental practices in 
poetry and science.

All This Thinking
The Correspondence of Bernadette Mayer and Clark Coolidge
edited By stephanie anderson and kristen tapson

All This Thinking explores the deep friendship and the critical and creative thinking 
between Bernadette Mayer and Clark Coolidge, focusing on an intense three-year period 
in their three decades of correspondence. These fiercely independent American avant-
garde poets have influenced and shaped poets and poetic movements by looking for radi-
cal poetics in the everyday. This collection of letters provides insight into the poetic scenes 
that followed World War II while showcasing the artistic practices of Mayer and Coolidge 
themselves. A fascinating look at both the poets and the world surrounding them, All This 
Thinking will appeal to all readers interested in post–World War II poetry.

Also of Interest

Ingenious Pleasures
An Anthology of Punk, Trash, and 
Camp in Twentieth-Century Poetry

Edited by Drew Gardner

$29.95 paper 978-0-8263-6493-7

May 15

282 pp.; 6.125 × 9.25; 3 halftones

$29.95 paper
ISBN 978-0-8263-6627-6

$36.95 CAD
$29.95 ePub
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6628-3
$75.00 WebPDf
E-ISBN 978-0-8263-6435-7
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  selected scholarly Backlist

Religion and  
the American West

Belief, Violence, and Resilience 
from 1800 to Today

edited By Jessica lauren 
nelson; foreword By John 

vanausdall
$34.95x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6511-8
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6512-5

The Latino Big Bang in 
California

The Diary of Justo Veytia, a 
Mexican Forty-Niner

edited and translated By 
david e. hayes-Bautista, 

cynthia l. chamBerlin, and 
paul Bryan gray; epilogue 

By luis Jaime veytia orozco
$65.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-65507
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6551-4

The Dollar
How the US Dollar Became a 
Popular Currency in Argentina

mariana luzzi and  
ariel wilkis
$34.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6539-2
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6540-8

The Yazzie Case
Building a Public Education 
System for Our Indigenous 

Future
edited By  

wendy s. greyeyes,  
lloyd l. lee, and  

glenaBah martinez
$34.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6509-5
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6510-1

North American Regionalism
Stagnation, Decline,  

or Renewal?
edited By eric hershBerg 

and tom long
$34.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6520-0
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6521-7

Impresiones de un 
Surumato en Nuevo México 

by Manuel Sariñana
A Bilingual Edition of the 
Original 1908 Picaresque 

Novella
edited, translated, and 
annotated By phillip B. 

gonzales
$75.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6560-6
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6561-3
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  selected scholarly Backlist

El feliz ingenio neomexicano
Felipe M. Chacón and  

Poesía y prosa
edited and translated 

By anna m. nogar and a. 
gaBriel meléndez

$39.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6565-1

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6328-2

Ch’ul Mut
Sacred Bird Messengers of the 

Chamula Maya
maruch méndez pérez and 

diane rus
$45.00x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6513-2
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6514-9

Geopoetry
Geology, Materiality, Ecopoetics

dale enggass
$65.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6558-3
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6559-0

Fierce Voice / Voz feroz
Contemporary Women Poets 
from Argentina and Uruguay
edited By curtis Bauer,  

lisa rose Bradford, and 
Jesse lee kercheval

$27.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6536-1

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6537-8

Native American Rhetoric
edited By  

lawrence w. gross
$34.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6562-0
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6322-0

New Mexico’s Moses
Reies López Tijerina and the 

Religious Origins of the Mexican 
American Civil Rights Movement

ramón a. gutiérrez
$39.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6563-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6376-3
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  selected scholarly Backlist

Unburied Lives
The Historical Archaeology of 
Buffalo Soldiers at Fort Davis, 

Texas, 1869–1875
laurie a. wilkie

$34.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6567-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6300-8

Land of Nuclear  
Enchantment

A New Mexican History of the 
Nuclear Weapons Industry

lucie genay
$65.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6013-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6014-4

A Description of  
Acquaintance

The Letters of Laura Riding and 
Gertrude Stein, 1927–1930

edited By logan esdale and 
Jane malcolm
$65.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6489-0
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6490-6

Under the Cap of Invisibility
The Pantex Nuclear Weapons 

Plant and the Texas Panhandle
lucie genay; foreword By 

alex hunt
$85.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6422-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6423-4

At the Heart of  
the Borderlands

Africans and Afro-Descendants 
on the Edges of Colonial 

Spanish America
edited By cameron d. Jones 

and Jay t. harrison
$29.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6476-0
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6477-7

The Study of Photography in 
Latin America

Critical Insights and 
Methodological Approaches

nathanial gardner
$65.00x CLOth

ISbN 978-0-8263-6448-7
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6449-4



  selected scholarly Backlist

Trumpism, Mexican 
America, and the Struggle 

for Latinx Citizenship
edited By phillip B.  

gonzales, renato rosaldo, 
and mary louise pratt

$39.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6284-1

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6285-8

Published in Association with 
SAR Press

Costly and Cute
Helpless Infants and Human 

Evolution
edited By  

wenda r. trevathan and 
karen r. rosenBerg

$39.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-5745-8

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-5746-5

Published in Association with 
SAR Press

Ethnographic Refusals, 
Unruly Latinidades

edited By alex e. chavéz 
and gina m. pérez;  

foreword By  
arlene m. dávila

$39.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-0-8263-6356-5

e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6357-2

Published in Association with 
SAR Press

The New Death
Mortality and Death Care in 

the Twenty-First Century
edited By shannon lee 

dawdy and tamara kneese
$39.95x PAPer

ISbN 978-0-8263-6345-9
e-ISbN 978-0-8263-6346-6

Published in Association with 
SAR Press

For Indigenous Minds Only
A Decolonization Handbook

edited By waziyatawin and 
michael yellow Bird

$24.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-1-934691-93-9

SAR Press

Linking the Histories of 
Slavery

North America and Its  
Borderlands

edited By Bonnie martin 
and James f. Brooks

$39.95x PAPer
ISbN 978-1-938645-60-0
e-ISbN 978-1-938645-61-7
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The University of New Mexico Press, founded in 1929, plays a vital role in preserving the cultures, 
languages, and histories of New Mexico and the Southwest. Our purpose is to advance and  

disseminate knowledge through the publication of books and electronic media, educate present  
and future generations, and further the mission of the University of New Mexico, supporting  

research, education, and community service.

Your financial support matters!

UNM Press is an internationally known and respected publisher, and, like all nonprofit university 
presses, we need outside financial support from generous individuals and foundations to meet 
our publishing objectives. Gifts to the Press enable us to

• Pursue creative initiatives that reflect the dynamic changes in today’s publishing industry
• Disseminate educational content for children and for future generations
• Produce important works of scholarship that may not recover their costs
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sphull@unm.edu
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